
Wayrates Released the New Couple Look
Collection of 2021

Wayrates launched the new Couple Look collection this year.

HONG KONG, CHINA, March 31, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Wayrates launched the new Couple

Look collection this year. This time, customers can find a collection of a couple of clothing with a

chic style that looks unique as outdoor or tactical clothing.

The Couple Look collection deal is coming again this year. Wayrates did this as a regular event

and deal that allows the customer to buy a couple of outdoor clothing that they can wear with

their partner. The design of this new collection is more to chick and rustic style, which give the

outdoor wear a new touch and looks. Similar to other deals that this store has released, the

Couple Look collection also receives big cut prices for its new products. The discounts available

for this collection start from 33% to up to 41%. In this collection, the customer also can buy the

product as a gift to their couple. As one of the regular events from this store, it gives the

customer a different experience in shopping tactical clothing.

According to Wayrates staff, “Our Couple Look collection is one of the most popular collections

we ever created. Nowadays, many couples love to spend their time outside their house. They

hike together, camp, and do many other outdoor activities. It is a new form of a romantic

moment for them, where they can spend their time with someone they love in a beautiful place.

So, we provide the clothes that fit that need. Of course, we also treat all products in this

collection the same as other products. We have field-tested them before we display and sell

them to our customer, to ensure it is safe to wear.”

Wayrates is an online store that sells various types of men’s and women’s outdoor clothing. This

online store has tactical clothing, outdoor wear, women’s clothing, cycling, motorcycling,

headwear, footwear, and other products. All of them are available for enjoying the outdoor

activity. Thanks to its complete collection, this place is not only known as the best place to get

tactical pants for men. It is also a place to get them at affordable prices. 

About Wayrates

Wayrates is a specialist in tactical and outdoor clothing. This store has everything that people

need for outdoor activity. Moreover, they also focus on providing the best product in design and

functionality. Moreover, it’s also a good destination for anyone with a limited budget with many

discounts. Therefore, every customer that visits and shops in this store leaves it with nothing but

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.wayrates.com/collections/outdoor-clothing-53698/
https://www.wayrates.com/collections/pants-44694/


satisfaction.
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